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Mumbai: Prodco officials said they will file a criminal case against the film makers and other people involved in the movie "Zameen Aasmaan". Vile sexual acts, degradation of women, recitation of obscene lyrics, and violence against women were allegedly shown in the movie. Criminal lawyer Vani Prabakar, who is associated with groups of freedom fighters and lawyers of Film Producer's Association, said
there were no words to describe the film. He alleged that the makers had done it deliberately to gain publicity. Vani Prabakar alleged that this was the first time that a producer of a Bollywood film was showcasing such gross sexual acts on the screen in a big way. He said that this was a conspiracy to defame the producer and that there was a vested interest to destroy the producer's reputation. Vani Prabakar
said that the makers were not only showing a degrading act to the audience, but in the movie, these scenes were shown to the whole city as if it was a circus show. He said the incident was similar to movie and television serial violence where women are tortured and other heinous acts are shown to the public. The lawyer said the movie was making the audience feel that the movie was a true depiction of the

reality. He said the audience was leaving the theatre filled with disgust and shock. The lawyer said it was important to view the video before making any conclusions, because it would not give any fair thoughts to the filmmakers. Vani Prabakar also said that the audience was not reflecting the fact that many people were seen participating in these acts. Share this article: 08.04.2018 at 16:43 Comments Nothing
has a direct purchase link with, linking apple watch. Apple ipad air isn't any separate scope from the apple ipad. The inexpensive iphone comes in plenty of different versions, and the iPad is the flexible and sophisticated alternative to a netbook.Apple iphone is obtainable in plenty of different versions, from the fundamental quantity to the most fashionable iPhone 11. Nevertheless, if a smartphone never

seems to be as good as the business-class laptop it is modelled after, it's usually a good indication that the decision has been successful. iPhone remains in the luxurious class of equipments.The Samsung S9 is contemporary and great for people with average to superior requirements. If you are looking for a high performing phone then the Xiaomi Mi 570a42141b
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